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Introduction: Using thermal infrared measure-

ments, the Diviner radiometer onboard NASA’s Lunar 
Reconnaissance Orbiter has shown [1, 2] that the Moon 
hosts some of the coldest permanently shadowed re-
gions (PSRs) in the solar system, where water and other 
volatiles may be cold-trapped for billions of years [3]. 
Thermal environments at the Moon’s poles are com-
plex, with strong temperature gradients separating shad-
ows from nearby sunlit surfaces. Shadows smaller than 
~250 m (“micro cold traps” [4]) have yet to be resolved 
in the thermal IR, are prevalent on illuminated terrain, 
and are of significant interest to future exploration due 
to their potential to cold-trap water. Given the para-
mount importance of temperature in controlling ice sta-
bility at all spatial scales, thermal infrared measure-
ments should be a key component of a coordinated lunar 
resource campaign. 

Identifying Potential Resources with IR: Regard-
less of their origins [5, 6], the ultimate fate of lunar polar 
volatiles depends on temperature [7]. Thermal models 
have been remarkably successful in predicting the loca-
tions of spatially resolved stable ice reservoirs on airless 
bodies (e.g., [3, 8, 9, 10]), in large part due to the avail-
ability of thermal IR measurements. By simulating sub-
pixel topography, thermal models can place constraints 
on the volume of cold-trapped volatiles below an instru-
ment’s resolution [11]. Infrared emission provides a 
critical constraint on surface and subsurface ice stabil-
ity, which are highly dependent on spatial scale [4]. 

An integrated campaign to identify operationally 
useful ice deposits on the Moon [12] would combine 
knowledge of both critical environmental variables with 
real-time measurements of the lunar surface. In resource 
assessment, temperature and the local impact history are 
critical [13]. Visible images measuring instantaneous 
shadows cannot directly identify PSRs, whose tempera-
tures depend on their size, shape, latitude, and surround-
ing topography. Therefore, acquiring temperature meas-
urements should be among the first steps in a resource 
campaign. When combined with visible imaging and 
high-resolution topographic measurements, thermal IR 
images could enable detailed thermal models capable of 
predicting surface and subsurface ice stability at orbital 
and surface scales [1, 3, 10]. 

Thermal IR Imaging Systems: Several cutting-
edge, high-heritage infrared imaging systems are avail-
able for deployment on the lunar surface and in lunar 
orbit. Diviner and its successors provide high-accuracy 
measurements over an extremely large range of scene 
temperatures using uncooled thermopile detectors [14]. 
Alternatively, microbolometer systems are available in 
large-format arrays, enabling imaging in either framing 
or push-broom modes [15].  

For example, the Lunar Compact Infrared Imaging 
System (L-CIRiS), planned to deploy on the Moon’s 
surface as part of the payload on the NASA CLPS-19C 
mission, uses a rotation stage to acquire panoramic im-
ages in four spectral bands from ~7 to 14 µm. Based on 
heritage from Ball Aerospace’s Compact Infrared Im-
aging System (CIRiS) deployed in low-Earth orbit, L-
CIRiS employs an innovative 3-point calibration system 
to achieve better than 1.5 K accuracy and precision at 
temperatures ranging from ~100 K to 400 K. From a 
height of 1 m above the surface, a system like L-CIRiS 
would fully resolve any micro cold traps ~1 cm in size 
within 5 meters, and those >40 cm within 100 m. 

By observing and monitoring the thermal 
environments of potential cold traps at resolutions 
extending to the rover/astronaut scale, IR imaging 
would thus enable efficient prospecting for stable ice 
deposits. 
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